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ABSTRACT LaB6 nanowires are ideal for applications as an electrical field-induced ion and electron point source due to their miniature
dimensions, low work function, as well as excellent electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties. We present here a reliable method
to fabricate and assemble single LaB6 nanowire-based field emitters of different crystal orientations. The atomic arrangement, emission
brightness from each crystal plane, and field emission stability have been characterized using field ion microscopy (FIM) and field
emission microscopy (FEM). It is found that the 〈001〉 oriented LaB6 nanowire emitter has the highest field emission symmetry while
the 〈012〉 oriented LaB6 nanowire has the lowest apical work function. The field emission stability from the single LaB6 nanowire
emitter is significantly better than either the LaB6 needle-type emitter or W cold field emitters.
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As a fundamental tool in research ranging from ma-
terials science to biology, the electron microscope,
including both the transmission electron microscope

(TEM) and the scanning electron microscope (SEM), has
been achieving an ever higher spatial, temporal, and energy
resolution. This requires the point electron source of the
electron microscope to generate a brighter, more temporally
coherent and more stable electron beam for illumination. A
cold field emitter (CFE) offers the highest brightness and
temporal coherence over other types of electron sources,
such as the Schottky emitter and the thermionic emitter.1

For a CFE, the source brightness is associated with the
emission current density, which can be described by the
simplified Fowler-Nordheim equation in the form of
the following equation2,3

where the variables F and φ are the local electric field
strength and the emitter material work function, respec-
tively, while c1 and c2 can be treated as constants under
practical operational conditions. The temporal coherence of
a CFE, characterized by the energy spread of the emitter,
can be presented as

with c3 being a constant.4 Therefore, the emission current
density can be regarded as a function of the two indepen-
dent variables φ and ∆E after combining eqs 1 and 2

where c4 and c5 are combined coefficients. From eq 3, we
can calculate that a CFE with a lower work function will offer
both a higher emission current density and a lower energy
spread.5 On the other hand, during the process of field-
induced emission, ion bombardment from the residual gases
leads to emission current fluctuations and local arcing, which
often damage the emitter tip.6,7 One solution to this problem
is to use an emitter material of higher hardness to resist ion
bombardment. Because of the above considerations, LaB6

has long been regarded as an ideal field emitter material.8-10

Compared with the conventional W CFE, LaB6 has a work
function below 2.5 eV, much lower than that of the work
function of W which is 4.5 eV.11-14 In addition, the hardness
of LaB6 is 5-10 times higher than that of W, therefore
promises an improved resistance against ion bom-
bardment.15-17 LaB6 also has high conductivity, high melting
point, and is chemically stable and therefore promises to
make a practical field ion and field electron emitter. The
research about using LaB6 as field emitter material has been
a continuing effort ever since 1960s.18-22 To make a LaB6

field emission point source, a LaB6 single crystal was usually
prepared by floating zone refinement, carefully cut into a
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thin rod (∼200 µm in diameter), and then etched electro-
chemically to form a needle with a conical tip (∼100 nm in
radius of curvature).23,24 Before field electron emission, high-
temperature flashing (∼1500 °C) was usually applied to
eliminate surface contaminants to clean the LaB6 surface.
However, it was found difficult to control the LaB6 surface
morphology, chemical composition, and stoichiometry dur-
ing the process of thermal-flashing and no stable cold-field
electron emission has been observed. On the other hand,
field evaporation is an alternative to clean a field emitter
surface.25 It is a cold process which desorbs the contamina-
tion layer off the emitter surface through ionization. The
emitter surface cleaned by field evaporation maintains its
original chemical composition and stoichiometry and has a
predictable tip geometry. However, for an emitter with a
conical tip, field evaporation dulls the emitter tip by increas-
ing its tip radius of curvature. Consequently, the extraction
voltage needs to be increased every time when field evapo-
ration is performed to keep the initial emission current
density. For this reason, field evaporation, although proven
to be an effective means for surface cleaning in the field of
surface science and atom probe microscopy, cannot be used
for a conical field electron emitter in practical operations
where repetitive cleaning is often necessary.

Such field evaporation-induced tip dulling can be avoided
if LaB6 nanowires are used as a field emitter. The LaB6

nanowires naturally bear a nanometric sharp tip (can be
smaller than 10 nm in diameter) and are therefore suitable
for being used as a field emitter without the need for any
additional sharpening process. Its large aspect ratio and
uniform diameter ensure that the tip radius of curvature
always stays the same even when field evaporation is
performed in a repetitive manner. On top of that, the
versatility in controlling the crystallographic orientation of
LaB6 nanowires also enables us to engineer a nanostructured
LaB6 CFE with desired apex symmetry and work function.26,27

To demonstrate this possibility, we have developed a reliable
approach to fabricate nanostructured LaB6 CFEs and fabri-
cated a 〈001〉 oriented LaB6 nanowire emitter with a highly
symmetric field emission pattern and a 〈210〉 oriented LaB6

nanowire emitter with the lowest apical work function. The
H2 gaseous ion emission and field-induced electron emission
have both been directly characterized using field ion mi-
croscopy (FIM) and field emission microscopy (FEM).28 The
electric field-induced electron emission from a clean surface
of the LaB6 nanowire has no decay after surface cleaning.
This is in contrast with the large emission current decay
(>90%) for W CFEs.29

The work presented herein is based on earlier preliminary
investigations on the synthesis and field electron emission
of LaB6 nanostructures.27,30-32 A single LaB6 nanowire is
picked up from substrate using an in-house developed
nanomanipulation system with which the nanowire is aligned
to the desired direction. The fabrication process of the
nanowire emitter is highly reliable and reproducible. The

experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 1a. The
emitter consists of a stainless steel holder that holds a free-
standing W needle. An extractor is placed about 2 mm in
front of the W needle tip. A high voltage of switchable
polarity is applied between the emitter and the extractor for
the FIM or FEM operations. A microchannel plate (MCP) and
phosphorus screen system is placed behind the extractor to
visualize the emitted charged particles. Figure 1b is an SEM
image of the W needle tip formed by electrochemical
etching. A magnified view shows that a single LaB6 nanowire
has been fixed on the top of a flat fabricated on the tip of
the W needle, as shown in Figure 1c. A portion of the
nanowire, about 10 µm in length, extends out of the W flat
as the emitting element. Eight carbon micropads are fabri-
cated using electron beam-induced deposition to bond the
LaB6 nanowire to the W flat to ensure strong binding and
high electrical conductance. Figure 1d is a magnified SEM
image showing the joint of the LaB6 nanowire and the W tip,
revealing its diameter of around 50 nm. The single nanowire
emitter has also been examined in side-view to confirm its
parallel alignment with the W needle axis.

The as-synthesized 〈001〉 oriented LaB6 nanowire usually
has a square cross-section due to the nature of its cubic
lattice structure. During field emission, the electric field is
concentrated at geometrically protrusive sites such as the
four tip corners and the adsorbed contaminant molecules.
The contaminant molecules keep rotating, migrating, and
changing morphologies on the electron-emitting surface.
This type of molecular movement causes the emission sites
to change frequently in location. The emitted electrons can
be visualized in the FEM pattern on the phosphorus screen
after intensified by the MCP with a certain multiplication
factor. The instability of electron emission can be directly
observed by the appearing/disappearing of random bright
spots in the FEM pattern. When the emitter is operated in

FIGURE 1. Experimental setup and structure of LaB6 single nanowire
CFE. (a) Schematic of FIM/FEM setup and the location of LaB6

nanowire in the emitter is indicated. (b) A magnified view of the W
needle tip where the LaB6 nanowire is bonded to a flat fabricated at
the tip of the W needle by FIB. (c) Top view of the emitter tip showing
its constituting parts of W flat, C bonding pads, and LaB6 nanowire.
(d) Magnified view of the section of the LaB6 nanowire near the edge
of the W flat.
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the FIM mode, the imaging gases are ionized at the pro-
trusive surface sites. When these ions reach the MCP, the
generated signals are also intensified and visualized in the
FIM pattern on the phosphorus screen. At this stage, the ir-
regularities on the emitter surface would lead to a disordered
FIM pattern as shown in Figure 2a. The central part of the
pattern, which corresponds to the apex of the nanowire,
remains dark compared to its surroundings, which cor-
respond to corners and edges. As we further increased the
applied voltage, it was observed that the initially dark apical
region started to brighten and that the initially disordered
FIM pattern would transform into an ordered one with a
4-fold symmetry, as shown in Figure 2b. This symmetric
pattern agrees with the 〈001〉 projection stereograph of the
LaB6 crystal, which has a simple cubic lattice with space
group Pm3m.33 Two typical SEM images of the same LaB6

nanowire tip before and after field evaporation are shown
in Figure 2 panels c and d, respectively. By comparing these
two images, two changes are observed. First, the originally
flat tip has been modified into a smooth hemisphere.
Second, some contaminant clusters attached on the nano-
wire surface have been removed by field desorption. These
phenomena suggest that the structure had undergone a field
evaporation process, which is illustrated schematically in
Figure 2e. When a positive voltage is applied to the nanowire
emitter, the strongest electric field is usually concentrated
at the outmost contaminant layer and adsorbates due to
their protrusive morphology. Since the binding between

these contaminants and the LaB6 nanowire is mostly of the
nature of van der Waals interactions, it is much weaker
compared to the strong covalent bonding within the LaB6

crystal. The contaminants are therefore ionized and des-
orbed from the nanowire tip first. The FIM pattern at this
stage is composed of large unstable bright spots due to the
large clusters of contaminants. After the outmost contami-
nant layer is removed, a clean LaB6 crystal is exposed to the
electric field. The LaB6 crystal at the corners was then also
ionized and field-evaporated because of the concentrated
local electric field. The FIM pattern at this stage usually has
a dark central region surrounded by bright ordered spots of
smaller size, which correspond to single La/B surface atoms.
The slow field evaporation rate of the LaB6 crystal allows the
imaging gas to reach sufficient accommodation to give a
bright FIM pattern with atomic resolution. When the voltage
is further increased, the corners and edges of the LaB6 crystal
are gradually removed by field evaporation and the electric
field over the entire tip reaches an equilibrium. A clean LaB6

crystal surface with a smooth hemispherical geometry was
then obtained. At this stage, the FIM pattern has a distribu-
tion of even brightness and individual surface La/B atoms
can be resolved, as the one shown in Figure 2b.

A crystallographic indexation of such a clean FIM pattern
is shown in Figure 3a. The pattern is indexed with the 〈001〉
projection stereograph of a simple cubic lattice. Besides the
low index planes such as {100}, {110}, and {111}, high
index planes of the type {210}, {211} and {221} have also
developed into poles on the tip surface, which are resolved
as concentric rings in the FIM pattern. The activation energy
for field evaporation can be described as

where Λ is the sublimation energy of emitter material, I is
the ionization energy, and φ is the surface work function.25

Since the emitter work function φ varies for different crystal
planes, field evaporation is usually orientation-dependent.
Therefore facets on a nanowire tip due to field evaporation
are expected to have different local radius of curvature
around different crystal planes. A plane of higher work
function usually has a larger radius of curvature due to
deeper field evaporation. The variations in local radius of
curvature will result in differences in the electric field
distributed over the emitter tip. Variations of brightness in
an FIM pattern are because the rate of ionization of the
imaging gas only depends on the strength of the local electric
field, assuming a uniform imaging gas accommodation rate
over the entire emitter tip. However, in the case of a LaB6

nanowire emitter, it is noticed that the FIM pattern has a
rather uniform brightness, suggesting a uniform radius of
curvature over the entire emitter tip. This is probably
because the reactive imaging gas H2 used in this study etched
the LaB6 crystal independent of orientation.34 The measured

FIGURE 2. Process of field evaporation to obtain a clean hemispheri-
cal tip of a LaB6 nanowire. (a) Disordered FIM pattern of the LaB6

nanowire before field evaporation. (b) Crystallographically sym-
metric FIM pattern of the same LaB6 nanowire after clean surface is
obtained by field evaporation. (c) A typical SEM image of the LaB6

nanowire tip before field evaporation. (d) SEM image of the same
nanowire tip after field evaporation. (e) Schematic illustrations
showing changes of the LaB6 nanowire tip during the process of field
evaporation, where adsorbates, contaminant layer, and LaB6 crystal
protrusions are removed under the application of a strong positive
electric field.

Q0 ) Λ + I - φ (4)
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screen distance between the first and the second ring about
the 〈001〉 pole is 4.1 mm. This gives an image magnification
of around 1 million knowing the LaB6 {100} lattice spacing
to be 4.15 Å. There are altogether 12 rings separating the
center of the 〈001〉 pole and the center of the 〈011〉 pole.
On the basis of the tip profile illustrated in Figure 3b, we can
deduce the vertical distance d in the drawing as d ) 12 ×
4.15 Å ) 5 nm. The tip radius of curvature r equals
2d/(2 - 21/2), which in turn gives a value of 17 nm. This value
is smaller than 25 nm, which is half of the nanowire
diameter. The tapering effect is believed to be caused by a
preferential field etching on the peripheral of the emitter by
the impurities in the imaging gas.35 Such tapering was later
confirmed by SEM observations. After recording the FIM
patterns, we changed the system into field emission mode
after a UHV environment of 10-9 Torr was restored. Figure
3c is an FEM pattern of the same nanowire emitter. The FEM
pattern of the LaB6 nanowire also shows a 4-fold symmetry.
The brightness distribution in an FEM pattern is determined
by the following two factors: (i) local electric field strength
and (ii) work function. It is known from the uniformity in
brightness in the FIM pattern that the electric field is

distributed evenly over the entire tip apex. Therefore, the
brightness in the FEM pattern only reflects the variations in
the work function of different facets. From Figure 3c, it is
noticed that the {210} and {331} planes have the brightest
emission intensities and therefore they have the lowest work
function. The {110} plane gives the second brightest emis-
sion intensity and followed by the {211} planes. The {100}
and {111} planes are relatively low in emission intensity,
and therefore they are expected to have higher work func-
tions. The FEM intensities measured at each emission spot
are given in Figure 3d. The sequence of work functions of
the LaB6 nanowire tip measured by FEM is as follows: {210,
331} < {110} < {211} < {100, 111}. It should be noted that
this sequence is in some part different from those reported
in the literature.11-14 In most of the measurements reported
in the literature, the clean surfaces of LaB6 samples were
obtained by heat-flashing. However, it has been recognized
that heat-flashing changes inevitably surface composition
and surface morphology of the treated material. We believe
that the differences in the sequence of work functions
between this work and others are largely due to differences
in surface cleaning procedures.

FIGURE 3. FIM and FEM pattern obtained from the clean surface of a 〈001〉 oriented LaB6 single nanowire emitter. (A) FIM pattern obtained
from the clean surface of the LaB6 nanowire, where each pole is indexed according to the 〈001〉 projection stereograph of a simple cubic
lattice. (B) Tip profile of the nanowire after field evaporation. (C) FEM pattern from the clean surface of the same nanowire, where the emission
planes are also indicated. (D) Relative intensity of electron emission from {210}, {331}, {110}, {211}, {111}, and {100} planes.
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In some applications, it is technologically convenient to
use a field emitter that has its lowest work function plane
situated at the emitter apex. To demonstrate the possibility
of making a LaB6 nanowire emitter of such kind, we fabri-
cated another emitter with a 〈012〉 oriented LaB6 nanowire.
Figure 4a is an SEM image of the fabricated emitter tip
showing the fixed single LaB6 nanowire and its supporting
W base. Figure 4b is a TEM image of the nanowire tip after
FIM and FEM studies. The nanowire is about 100 nm in
diameter and its tip is of hemispherical geometry, which is
due to field evaporation. From the high-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) image presented in the inset of Figure 4b, we can
identify the LaB6 crystal structure with a lattice constant of
4.15 Å. The axis of the nanowire is oriented along the 〈012〉
lattice direction. Figure 4c is an FIM pattern of the same
nanowire. It is noted that the 〈012〉 pole is situated at the
center of the pattern, which agrees with the 〈012〉 nanowire
orientation determined through HRTEM. Again, the unifor-
mity in brightness of the FIM image intensities indicates that
the nanowire tip is of smooth hemispherical geometry and
the electric field is distributed evenly over the nanowire tip.
Through a similar calculation, we obtained a tip radius of
curvature value of 40 nm for this 〈012〉 oriented nanowire
emitter, which is also slightly smaller than the half width of
the nanowire. Figure 4d is an FEM pattern of the same
nanowire tip. It is noted that the sequence in the FEM
brightness is still the same as shown in the 〈001〉 oriented

LaB6 nanowire emitter: {210, 331} > {110} > {221} >
{100, 111}. Again, it demonstrates that the FEM image
brightness just reflects the distribution of work function of
the various facets of the emitter tip.

The clean surface of LaB6 nanowires obtained via field
evaporation is also very stable. For a W CFE, it is known that
after the initial flashing the field emission current usually
undergoes a dramatic decay to below 10% of its initial
emission current in a time span of just a few minutes. The
changes of emitting surface can be directly visualized from
the changes in an FEM pattern. In contrast, after field
evaporation we did not observe any noticeable change in
the FEM patterns for the LaB6 nanowire emitter for a testing
period extended to even a few hours. In addition, the
emission current measurement showed no appreciable
decay in emission current. The stability of the LaB6 nanowire
emitter surface cleaned by field evaporation is also signifi-
cantly different from the LaB6 needle emitter surface cleaned
by heat-flashing. In the case of a LaB6 needle emitter,
crystallographically symmetrical FEM patterns can only last
for a few minutes before losing its symmetry entirely after
surface cleaning. Though heat-flashing was proven effective
in obtaining a clean and stable surface in the case of a W
emitter, it might not be a good choice for compound
emitters. High-temperature heating can induce various types
of unexpected changes at the surface, such as surface
reconstruction, surface reactions with residual gases, and
diffusion of impurities to the surface through the bulk.

The advantage of using field evaporation for a nanostruc-
tured compound emitter is clearly demonstrated here. The
field evaporation process to a nanowire emitter is analogous
to sharpening a pencil after each use. Since field evaporation
at each time will remove at most materials of one or two
nanometers in thickness, the micrometer-long nanowire can
be cleaned in a repetitive manner. We believe that the
cleaning process described here should be a versatile ap-
proach to obtain stable clean surface from a nanostructured
emitter.

Though the {100} crystal plane does not exhibit the
lowest work function, it is more stable thermodynamically
and it has the highest crystallographic symmetry among all
crystal planes.36 Therefore, the 〈001〉 oriented LaB6 nano-
structured emitter is expected to provide the best stability
and reliability when operated as a practical field emitter. On
the other hand, the {210} plane has the lowest work
function and therefore promises the highest field emission
intensity and the lowest emission energy spread. The 〈210〉-
oriented LaB6 nanostructured field emitter should become
the choice of use when a high-performance field electron
emission source is desired.

Experimental Section. The single crystalline LaB6 nano-
wires used in this study were synthesized using a chemical
vapor deposition process based on a procedure that has
already been published.27 The pickup and alignment of a
single LaB6 nanowire were carried out using a home-built

FIGURE 4. TEM, FIM, and FEM characterization of a 〈012〉-oriented
LaB6 single nanowire emitter. (a) SEM image of the nanowire emitter
bonded to a W needle. (b) TEM image of the LaB6 nanowire after
field evaporation showing a nanowire diameter of around 100 nm.
The inset is a high-resolution TEM image of a side of the nanowire
showing its axial direction of 〈012〉. (c) FIM pattern of the same LaB6

nanowire with indexed poles. (d) FEM pattern of the same LaB6

nanowire, where {120} emission appears at the center of the pattern
with highest intensity.
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3D nanomanipulator. The W support needle used to attach
a nanwire was modified to have a flat on its tip by focused
ion beam (FIB) milling. After the single nanowire attach-
ment, the W needle was transferred into a FIB + SEM dual
beam system where electron-beam induced C deposition
was carried out to make the C bonding pads. FIM and FEM
studies were carried out using a dedicated UHV field emis-
sion measurement system. The FIM and FEM for the 〈001〉-
oriented LaB6 nanowire emitter was carried out at the liquid
nitrogen temperature of 77 K. The extraction voltages for
the FIM and FEM are 3 kV and -500 V, respectively. FIM
was performed in a hydrogen gas pressure of 10-5 Torr and
FEM was performed in a vacuum of 10-9 Torr. For the 〈012〉-
oriented nanowire emitter, FIM and FEM were performed
at a temperature of 40 K. The extraction voltages for the FIM
and FEM are 6 kV and -900 V, respectively. FIM was carried
under a He + 25% H2 gas pressure of 8 × 10-6 Torr, and
FEM was carried under a vacuum better than 10-9 Torr.
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